Abstract-Richards transformation and Kuroda rule are briefly introduced firstly as the theoretical support of the research. Then, based on the Richards transformation and the Kuroda rule description, the structure of a microstrip low-pass filter and its designing principle are empirically analyzed through circuit simulation and layout simulation. Based on the ADS2011 software platform, we give an example to carry out the design and simulation by calling macro function of ADS. The simulation process contains four steps: Firstly, the basic values of the filter prototype are determined. Secondly, simulaton circuit is designed by using the Richards transformation and the Kuroda rule. Thirdly, intelligent computing for the microstrip line is carried out on the ADS2011 platform so as to form the layout. And fourthly, we employ the typing technique to modify the layout to control and ensure the exactness of the simulation. The simulation on the ADS software platform avoids the massive and complicated manual calculation and effectively shortens the designing period. Moreover, the satisfactory performance index is obtained
INTRODUCTION
To achieve the predetermined frequency characteristics, a filter which is a two port network is usually used in the system design. When the frequency is not high, the filter can be formed by components with lumped inductance and lumped capacitance. However, when the frequency is higher than 500MHz and the parasitic influence on the circuit cannot be ignored [1] , the design of a filter system becomes a complicated work. Filters can be divided into low-pass filter, high-pass filter, band-stop filter and bandpass filter. The output of an ideal filter equals its input within the passband and zero within the stopband.
The low-pass filter with lumped parameter components can be transformed into a parameter distributed low-pass filter. The latter is realized through microstrip stub implementation, in which the Richard transform is used to replace the lumped components with the transmission line, and Kuroda rules is used to separate the filter components.
The structure of our paper is so arranged. The theory 
in which  is the electric length. The expression of  is 0 0 0 (1), we can find that the inductive lumped parameters element can be expressed as a short circuited transmission line, i.e.
where tan(
 is exactly Richards transformation.
Similarly, the capacitive lumped element can also be replaced with a section of transmission line:
which can be accomplished by the way as follows.
According to Richards transformation, the lumped inductance is replaced with a section of short circuited transmission line, and the Lumped capacitance is replaced with a section of open transmission line.
III. THE RULES OF KURODA
The use of the additional transmission line can make the filter more easily realized in engineering [5] . Therefore, Kuroda proposes four sort of circuit transformation forms, as shown in Table Ⅰ , where the inductance and capacitance represent respectively the short-circuit and open-circuit stub. The simulation results achieve the ideal performance after the modification. The filter circuit possesses a lot of characteristics such as compact structure, simple design, small size and come true easily, etc. Therefore both the design and the implementation of the microstrip stub lowpass filter based on Richards transform and Kuroads rules are feasible and it is worthy to be popularized in the microwave filter design and application.
V. CONCLUSION
In the design process of ADS microstrip stub lowpass filter, the reasonable and effective application of the Richards transform and Kuroda rules greatly reduces the complex computation process of the artificial and shorten the design cycle. The superiority of design software is showed. To both circuit simulation and layout simulation, the results can ultimately attain the requirement of performance indexes through tuning continuously in the adjustable range.
